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                                  New Mobility Magazine, 1997 
                     NB: A 1997 article but, sadly, things are even worse now… 

 

     Over the past few years much heat has been generated by suggested solutions to the difficult 
problem of reforming the American health care system. One solution has been a single-payer health 
care system very much like the ones in Canada and Great Britain. Such systems, where the 
government pays for treatment, provides medical care to all citizens regardless of their ability to pay.   
     Or do they? On recent trips to Canada and England, I had the opportunity to view the workings of 
two socialized medical systems from the point of view of one disability group in desperate need of 
rehabilitation services: the survivors of the polio epidemics of 40 years ago.  

     What I discovered made me question whether socialized medicine is really too unsocialized to 
help people with disabilities.   
 

Northern Exposure. In Canada medical care is available to everyone without charge, so I didn't 
anticipate the problems Canadian polio survivors have in obtaining treatment for Post-Polio Sequelae 
(PPS). 
     One problem confirmed the warning I had heard so often during the US health care reform debate: 
Canadians can pick their own general practitioner (GP), but cannot choose their own specialists such 
as physiatrists and orthopedists. The matter of choice may not be an issue when you have a common 
problem, like a broken leg. But health care can become virtually unavailable when you have a newly 
discovered condition like PPS that most physicians don't know how to treat. 
    "Many GPs have never heard of PPS or do not believe PPS is real," explains Judith Lytle, post-
polio services coordinator for Ontario March of Dimes. "So polio survivors are forced to play 'doctor 
roulette,' going from GP to GP until they find one who is informed about PPS and willing to refer to a 
specialist."   

"But many specialists are also uninformed about PPS," warns polio survivor Jeannette Shannon, 
president of Ontario March of Dimes. "So, referral does not ensure treatment." 

     Nearly a dozen polio survivors told me a similar story of diagnosis deferred and treatment 
ultimately denied: Through trial and error a polio survivor finds a GP who has heard of PPS, but 
knows nothing about diagnosis. She is referred to an orthopedist, but it takes six months to get an 
appointment. She sees the orthopedist, who believes the condition is real but is ignorant of the 
treatment. She is then referred to a neurologist. It then takes six more months to see the neurologist, 
who does not believe PPS is real, and who sends her back to the GP with the diagnosis "Nothing 
physically wrong." It took polio survivors about a year to complete this circuit of doctors only to 
receive neither diagnosis nor treatment. Too many Canadian polio survivors remain stuck on this 
medical carousel, feeling frustrated and desperate as they continue to lose function.  

Yet with the help of an enlightened GP, polio survivors in some parts of Canada can receive 
outstanding care for PPS. Unfortunately, care for those polio survivors is in jeopardy because the 
Canadian health care system has another problem: It's broke. There are too many people in need of 
health care and not enough tax revenue to pay for it. The Canadian national health care system 
hemorrhaging green and polio survivors are not the only ones in jeopardy. The government decided 
to stop paying for surgery to unblock coronary arteries in heart attack survivors disabled by chest pain 
because such surgery is no longer "worth the additional cost to society." The result? Thousands of 
Canadians will be left in pain, non-functional and unemployable. Said Canadian Medical Association 
president Jack Armstrong, the health care system is becoming a "hollow shell of its former self." 
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     Cutting treatment to trim the budget is a terrifying aspect of government-run health care. A federal 
committee can just decide that rehabilitation for a disabling condition - or even curing that condition - 
is simply not "worth the additional cost to society." It's the usual short-term thinking. Long term, 
thousands of citizens will remain disabled, unemployed and consigned to a life at home waiting for 
their disability check - until there is no money left in the disability budget, either. 
 

Pass the Parcel. Britain, I imagined, would be more hospitable to polio survivors. A national 
organization for survivors, the British Polio Fellowship, has existed for more than 40 years, and 1996 
was publicized by the BPF as "Polio Awareness Year." But the U.K. is even less hospitable to polio 
survivors than is Canada. 
     "PPS is a well kept secret in Britain," says Leicestershire polio survivor Helena Edwards. "And the 
BPF has taken an ultra-conservative position." In 1995, the BPF distributed a questionnaire to all of 
its members asking about PPS symptoms. "When 77% reported new physical deterioration," Edwards 
says, "the BPF was frightened off." The BPF declared that the questionnaire was "too long" and had 
its name removed from the report, this even after the findings were published in the BPF Bulletin.  

     Polio survivors and even many BPF members disagree with the organization's head-in-the-sand 
position. As the only organization for polio survivors the BPF is ideally positioned to educate Britain 
about PPS and advocate for treatment. Sadly, it has preferred to continue its traditional role of 
organizing sporting and social events. It is also sad that the British Government views the BPF as the 
representative of all polio survivors even though just 7% of Britain's polio survivors are members and 
H.M.G. has adopted its inclination to ignore PPS.  

"I suspect the Government's ignoring PPS has more to do with the British disease of 'old-boy 
networks' than intentional cruelty," says Edwards. "Nevertheless, we are being hurt by their neglect." 

     One particularly pernicious example of neglect is the decades-long relationship between the BPF 
and London's government-funded St. Thomas Hospital. "Whenever we ask the BPF or the 
government for treatment we are told to go to St. Thomas, a centre for treating respiratory polio in the 
1950s," says Edwards, who did go all the way to London for an evaluation. "The doctor's only 
suggestion was that I should have respiratory testing," Edwards reports. "Nothing was said about my 
progressive leg weakness and loss of mobility, let alone the possibility of therapy." To date, Edwards 
has had no treatment for any of her advancing symptoms. 
     That a St. Thomas doctor should identify only respiratory problems may be explained in part by 
the hospital's own survey of 208 respiratory polio patients from 40 years ago. Seventy-eight percent 
reported new "progressive functional deterioration" that was deemed to be caused by "respiratory 
factors." And although 22% were found to have "late functional deterioration" unrelated to breathing 
problems, new symptoms were always attributable to a clearly defined cause such as rotator cuff 
tears, arthritis or carpal tunnel syndrome. Although the survey made no mention of late onset fatigue 
and muscle weakness, the St. Thomas doctors concluded that not one of their patients had PPS. St. 
Thomas' findings are in stark contrast to the survey of 1,200 BPF members conducted by polio 
survivor Peter Field, in which 66% reported late-onset fatigue, 57%reported muscle weakness and 
only 16% reported new respiratory problems. 
     But St. Thomas' position on PPS came as no surprise to those who know the hospital. After all, it 
originally treated survivors of respiratory polio, who should be reporting more breathing problems than 
the general post-polio population. And while patients describe St. Thomas's chief physician as 
"a lovely kind man," they say his focus on respiratory problems has caused him to be "unable to see 
the wood for the trees.” 

     "But even if St. Thomas' doctor did see "the wood," and provided comprehensive treatment for 
PPS, a single hospital in London could not treat all 125,000 polio survivors in England, Scotland and 
Wales. So in 1994, polio survivor Fred Griffin wrote to local newspapers in the British Midlands 
describing the neglect polio survivors were experiencing at the hands of the BPF, the government 
and St. Thomas. These letters encouraged Helena Edwards and Internet maven Jim McVay to join 
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Griffin in forming the Leicestershire Polio Network to lobby county health authorities for 
comprehensive PPS treatment by local doctors. "Why shouldn't we have treatment locally," asked 
McVay? "The government's own tallies estimate that there are 1,600 polio survivors in this county 
alone." 

     The Leicestershire Polio Network conducted its own survey of local polio survivors and found "a 
complete lack of diagnosis of PPS, much misdiagnosis and the widespread prescription of 
inappropriate drugs and ‘use-it-or-lose-it’ physical therapies," says McVay. British polio survivors 
were also caught in their own version of "doctor roulette," what Edwards calls the "pass-the-parcel 
game, with the patient being the parcel." 

     Hilary Hallam, secretary of another new polio network in Lincolnshire, was one of those 
unfortunate "parcels." A former police officer, lifeguard and occupational therapy aide working with 
people with disabilities, Hallam developed severe leg pain and progressive leg weakness, then 
fatigue, pain and weakness in her arms, which forced her to stop working. It took 14 months for her to 
circulate from GP to orthopedist to neurologist, in the end receiving a tentative diagnosis of nerve root 
damage and a referral back to her GP. "The neurologist said that I do not have PPS - as it doesn't 
exist - and that there is nothing he can do," says Hallam. In an attempt to end the parcel passing, 
Edwards wrote to her county's director of public health about the failure of local neurologists to 
identify, diagnose and treat PPS. Health department officials spoke to local neurologists, and replied 
that the doctors "see only three or four new cases each year of polio patients who develop a form of 
motor neuron disease. No treatments are indicated, it concluded."  

Edwards was incredulous. "We complain that local neurologists do not recognize PPS," she says. 
"The health department asks the neurologists if they see cases of PPS and their answer is 'No.' So 
the health department concludes there is no PPS. We're in a Catch 22." 

 Out of frustration, the Network has decided to find other resources, rather than depend on help 
from the BPF or local authorities. Edwards and McVay have met in Oxford with Hallam, Peter Field 
and other polio survivors to try to establish Britain's first comprehensive PPS treatment center.  
Edwards has also met with Britain's Secretary of State for Health and has asked the European 
Parliament for funding. "It is sad that we have to ask other countries for money to help British 
citizens," she says. "But Britain has turned a blind eye to its polio survivors.  

"Understanding the cause and treatment of PPS has progressed in the U.S. by leaps and bounds 
over the past fifteen years," adds McVay. "Time has been allowed to stand still in the U.K., with 
terrible physical and emotional consequences. For polio survivors on this side of the pond, the year is 
still 1980." 
 

America: Dollars or Sense? It may be heartening for America's polio survivors to know that their 
country is the world vanguard of PPS research and treatment. There are support groups and clinics 
throughout the U.S. and widespread - though hardly universal - knowledge about PPS among polio 
survivors and physicians. Payment for treatment is routine by private insurance, HMOs and even 
Medicare. Social Security disability benefits are provided for polio survivors unable to work. 

     But America's health care system has begun to change and will change even more. Medical care 
is far too expensive, Medicare and Medicaid are at risk and there are still tens of millions of 
Americans without health insurance in spite of Obama care. There is the clear and present danger 
that politicians, in promising to cut taxes, might just ignore the rights and needs of people with 
disabilities and create a lean and genuinely mean government-run health care system that denies 
rehabilitation--or even medical care--to all those they judge not "worth the additional cost to 
society." 

 
The Encyclopedia of Polio and Post-Polio Sequelae contains all of Dr. Richard Bruno’s articles, monographs, 

commentaries, videos and “Bruno Bytes” 
https://www.papolionetwork.org/encyclopedia.html 

Are you looking for a specific topic? The Encyclopedia Index (By Subject) is available.  HERE 
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